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Identifying the genome-wide binding sites of transcription factors is important in deciphering transcriptional
regulatory networks. ChIP-chip (Chromatin immunoprecipitation combined with microarrays) has been widely used
to map transcription factor binding sites in the human genome. However, whole genome ChIP-chip analysis is still
technically challenging in vertebrates. We recently developed STAGE as an unbiased method for identifying
transcription factor binding sites in the genome. STAGE is conceptually based on SAGE, except that the input is
ChIP-enriched DNA. In this study, we implemented an improved sequencing strategy and analysis methods and
applied STAGE to map the genomic binding profile of the transcription factor STAT1 after interferon treatment.
STAT1 is mainly responsible for mediating the cellular responses to interferons, such as cell proliferation, apoptosis,
immune surveillance, and immune responses. We present novel algorithms for STAGE tag analysis to identify
enriched loci with high specificity, as verified by quantitative ChIP. STAGE identified several previously unknown
STAT1 target genes, many of which are involved in mediating the response to interferon-� signaling. STAGE is thus
a viable method for identifying the chromosomal targets of transcription factors and generating meaningful
biological hypotheses that further our understanding of transcriptional regulatory networks.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]

The ENCODE project has suggested that a larger fraction of the
human genome than previously suspected may be transcription-
ally active (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2006). Correspond-
ingly, a significant fraction of the genome is likely to be involved
in regulating gene expression and other aspects of human biol-
ogy. Much of the regulatory potential of cis-acting sequences in
the genome involves interactions of proteins with DNA. Identi-
fying the genomic binding sites of regulatory proteins such as
transcription factors is important for cataloging the regulatory
potential encoded in the human genome and reconstructing
transcriptional regulatory networks. Chromatin immunoprecipi-
tation (ChIP) combined with microarray hybridization (ChIP-
chip) has enabled global mapping of transcription factor binding
sites in the human genome (Kim et al. 2005a; Lee et al. 2006).
Although whole-genome oligonucleotide tiling arrays are becom-
ing available for ChIP-chip analyses, they remain expensive and
entail specialized resources. Another limitation with the use of
tiling arrays is that they typically do not cover repetitive se-
quences, which account for a significant fraction of the genome.
For example, recent “whole-genome” tiling arrays included only
∼50% of the genome that was nonrepetitive (Kim et al. 2005a;
Lee et al. 2006). Binding sites and functional elements that lie

near repetitive sequences are therefore likely to be undetected
through the use of such arrays. Many tiling array platforms cur-
rently need seven to a few dozen arrays to cover the genome,
requiring significant scale up of antibody, cell culture material,
and effort, especially if replicate experiments are performed.

We have developed an unbiased genomic method to map
transcription factor binding sites called STAGE (Sequence Tag
Analysis of Genomic Enrichment), based on sequencing “tags” or
short oligonucleotide signatures from ChIP-enriched DNA (Kim
et al. 2005b). Since it is not constrained by the availability of
tiling microarrays for any particular organism, STAGE makes it
possible to experimentally determine whether the target genes of
a transcription factor in one species are also targets in a related
species. Similar sequencing-based approaches for identifying
transcription factor targets have recently also been indepen-
dently developed in other labs (Impey et al. 2004; Roh et al. 2004,
2005; Chen and Sadowski 2005; Loh et al. 2006; Wei et al. 2006).

In order to make STAGE more competitive with genome-
wide tiling arrays, we have now developed modifications that
exploit new developments in sequencing technology. Here we
use STAGE for analysis of the targets of the transcription factor,
STAT1. We used bead-based pyrosequencing (454) technology to
improve the throughput and cost-effectiveness of sequencing
and significantly reduce the time and effort needed to perform
STAGE (Margulies et al. 2005). STAT (Signal Transducer and Ac-
tivator of Transcription) proteins are transcription factors that
mediate cytokine and growth factor signaling. Interferons modu-
late cell proliferation, apoptosis, immune surveillance, and im-
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mune responses primarily via the JAK-STAT pathway (Platanias
2005). Interferon (IFNG) specifically activates STAT1 which
forms homodimers, translocates to the nucleus, and binds to
promoters bearing the gamma-activation sequence (GAS) motif
and activates (IFNG) inducible genes (Ramana et al. 2000). ChIP-
chip analysis of STAT1 targets on chromosome 22 revealed that
STAT1 regulates several genes involved in cell growth, apoptosis,
immune responses, and lipid metabolism (Hartman et al. 2005).
We used STAGE to identify genome-wide STAT1 binding targets
after interferon (IFNG) treatment. We also developed improved
analysis algorithms to identify target sites with high specificity.
Our results indicate that IFNG-induced STAT1 binds to a large
number of sites genome-wide and that many of these sites lie
proximal to genes that are involved in biological processes
modulated by IFNG.

Results

Identifying STAGE tags for STAT1 by bead-based
pyrosequencing

DNA bound by STAT1 in IFNG-treated HeLa cells was isolated by
ChIP. We generated ditags as described before (Kim et al. 2005b)
and amplified ditags by PCR. Amplified ditags were sequenced by
454 Inc., but without the initial nebulization step normally used
in their procedure to shear the DNA. Thus, each read typically
contained a complete STAGE ditag, flanked by primer sequences.
We sequenced a total of 179,954 reads from the STAT1 STAGE tag
library, representing about 17 Mb of sequence from one run.
After removing duplicate reads, we were able to extract 162,577
tags; 31,353 tags (19%) could not be matched to any location in
the genome and were considered orphans. The remaining
131,224 tags were used for further analysis.

If STAGE tags are derived from ChIP-enriched DNA, then
the distribution of tags in the STAGE library should deviate from
a randomly selected population of tags. We simulated back-
ground tag libraries in silico by randomly selecting the same
number of tags (131,224 for STAT1) from the entire genome mul-
tiple times. Tags that had more than one hit, i.e., a perfect match,
on the genome were ignored. The average frequency distribution
of single-hit tags in the random library was compared with the
experimental STAT1 STAGE library. For a frequency of occur-
rence of 1, the numbers of tags in the random and real data were
similar. However, for a frequency of occurrence of 2 and more,
there was strong enrichment in the STAGE library over back-
ground (Fig. 1). Thus, the STAGE tags generated by 454 sequenc-
ing represented DNA that was distinct from simulated random
genomic DNA.

STAGE targets for STAT1

Since ∼50% of the human genome consists of repeat sequences, a
given tag in the STAGE library may map to multiple locations in
the genome. A tag that is represented in the genome at multiple
locations would be more likely to be found in the STAGE library
by random chance. Hence, a higher frequency of occurrence of a
tag in the STAGE library does not necessarily reflect the enrich-
ment of the tag in the ChIP-enriched DNA. To exclude such
ambiguous tags in our analysis, we calculated the probability that
a given tag was truly enriched over background by ChIP. Each tag
was first assigned a probability of enrichment by assuming that
the selection of tags from the genome follows a binomial distri-

bution. Details of the calculations and the algorithm we devel-
oped to identify significant targets are included in the Methods.
Since STAGE tags are derived from ChIP-enriched DNA, multiple
tags can be expected to cluster within short regions in the ge-
nome similar in size to the fragments isolated by ChIP, as com-
pared to a random library representing no enrichment, where the
tags would be expected to be sampled uniformly across wide
regions in the genome. We used this rationale to define binding
targets. We performed a simulation where we scanned windows
of different sizes across each chromosome and counted the fre-
quencies of windows containing different numbers of single-hit
tags. For each window size, we determined whether there were a
larger number of windows containing a given number of single-
hit tags in the real STAGE library as compared to a simulated
random library of STAGE tags. A window of 500 bp gave a false
discovery rate (FDR) based on simulations of <5% for STAT1
while the number of targets detected was 734 (Fig. 2). The com-
plete set of data for all window sizes used is given in Supplemen-
tal Table 1. We used a window of 500 bp for all further analysis.
To improve the specificity of target detection, a window was
considered a target only if at least one tag within that window
was deemed to be enriched. Thus, for each window we calculated
two probabilities, namely, the probability of finding a given
number of single-hit tags and the probability that at least one of
those tags was statistically likely to be enriched. To avoid assign-
ing high probabilities to windows that contained only a single
enriched tag, we gave greater weight to the probability of finding
a given number of single-hit tags within a window than to the
probability of simply finding any enriched tags in that window.
This combined probability calculation gave us a false discovery
rate of <1% at a probability threshold of 0.95. It should be noted,
however, that this false discovery rate is based on in silico analy-
sis under the assumption that selection of STAGE tags follows a
binomial distribution. It is possible that experimental manipula-
tions introduce biases that were not modeled in the simulation.
STAGE detected 381 binding sites for STAT1 in the entire genome

Figure 1. Comparison of the STAT1 STAGE tag library with a simulated
randomly generated background library. A background library was gen-
erated to simulate STAGE tag libraries by randomly selecting the same
number of tags from the genome as the experimental STAGE library. This
procedure was repeated 20 times and the values were averaged. Only
tags with a single, unique hit on the genome were used in this analysis.
The numbers of single-hit tags (Y-axis) were plotted against the frequen-
cies of those tags in the random (gray bars) and experimental (black bars)
tag library (X-axis). For frequencies of 2 and above, the STAGE tag library
for STAT1 shows a clear enrichment over a randomly generated tag li-
brary.

STAT1 targets identified by STAGE
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at this threshold. Based on annotations in the RefSeq gene data-
base (Pruitt et al. 2005), 68% of the STAT1 binding sites found by
STAGE were within 50 kb of the transcription start site (TSS) of a
gene, 70% of which were found within 20 kb (Table 1).

Verification of STAT1 targets by ChIP-chip
and quantitative ChIP

Seven of the 381 STAT1 binding sites identified in the genome by
STAGE were within the ENCODE regions. Three of these seven
targets overlapped with a ChIP-chip peak where the STAT1 ChIP-
chip was performed on ENCODE region tiling oligonucleotide
arrays (Fig. 3A; The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007). To ob-
tain a quantitative estimate of the false positive rate of our STAGE
analysis, we selected 10 target sites identified by STAGE that had
probabilities ranging from 0.95 to 1.0 and assayed their enrich-
ment in a biologically independent STAT1 ChIP sample. Nine out
of these 10 sites showed a quantitative enrichment in the ChIP
sample relative to the input, with eight of them showing an
enrichment of more than twofold (Fig. 3B). Thus, we estimate
our true positive rate to be ∼90% giving a false positive rate of 0.1.
We also compared STAT1 target genes identified by STAGE to
STAT1 target promoters that we identified by ChIP-chip using a
global core-promoter microarray. The core-promoter microarray
included 9764 different promoters where a promoter was defined
as 1 kb upstream of and 200 bp downstream from the TSS of a
gene. ChIP-chip revealed 157 promoters to be bound by STAT1 at
an enrichment ratio greater than threefold. Twenty-nine out of
these 9764 promoters had a high-confidence STAT1 binding site,
as identified by STAGE, between 1 kb upstream of and 200 bp
downstream from the TSS, and 11 out of these 29 were in com-
mon with the targets identified by ChIP-chip (Fig. 4A). Under a

hypergeometric distribution, this overlap was significant at a P-
value <10�12.

Enrichment of motifs in STAT1 targets

If a STAT1 binding site detected by STAGE occurred within 1 kb
upstream of and 200 bp downstream from the TSS of a gene, we
considered that gene to be a STAT1 target. STAGE detected 59
genes in RefSeq as STAT1 targets by the above criteria (Supple-
mental Table 2). Sixty-two percent of these target genes (37/59)
had the GAS STAT1 motif TTCNNNGAA within 1 kb upstream of
and 200 bp downstream from the TSS of the gene. This repre-
sented a motif enrichment among target promoters of more than
twofold compared to background. The background in this case
was considered as 1 kb upstream of and 200 bp downstream from
the TSS of all genes in RefSeq. This enrichment was statistically
significant (P-value <10�8) assuming a hypergeometric distribu-
tion.

We applied the same analysis for all STAT1 binding sites in
the entire genome. For each window detected as a STAT1 binding
site, we searched for the STAT1 GAS motif in that window ex-
tending our search to 250 bp on either side of the window. Out
of 381 binding sites detected by STAGE, 226 (59.32%) had the
GAS consensus sequence. This represents an enrichment of more
than twofold over background level of occurrence of the GAS
motif in randomly selected windows from the entire genome
(P-value <10�43) (Fig. 4B). Additionally, in accordance with the
fact that STAT1 is known to exhibit cooperative binding with
other transcription factors like AP1, MYC, and NFKB, we found
an enrichment for the STAT1 motif along with motifs for AP1
(Eferl and Wagner 2003), MYC (Adhikary and Eilers 2005), and
NFKB (Martone et al. 2003) (Fig. 4B).

Genes proximal to STAT1 binding sites

STAGE identified several previously unknown STAT1 target genes
(Supplemental Table 2), many of which are involved in IFNG
signaling. One of these was DAPK3 (death-associated protein ki-
nase 3), a positive regulator of programmed cell death. DAPK3
induces apoptosis by associating with the pro-apoptotic protein
DAXX. IFNG is known to increase DAPK3–DAXX complex for-
mation and this complex is necessary for induction of caspases
and IFNG-mediated apoptosis (Kawai et al. 2003). STAT1 modu-
lation of DAPK3 could thus represent one mechanism by which
IFNG can induce apoptosis. DAPK3 phosphorylates MDM2 and
(CDKN1A), components of the TP53 pathway (Burch et al. 2004),
and its identification as a STAT1 target suggests a novel collabo-
ration between the IFNG/STAT1 apoptotic pathway and the TP53
tumor suppressor pathway. Another possible mechanism for

Table 1. Percentage distribution of STAT1 binding sites in the
entire genome that were proximal to RefSeq annotated genes

Position of binding sites Percentage of binding sites

Relative to transcription start sites
of the gene (percentage of total sites)

Within 50 kb 68%
Within 20 kb 47%
Within 20 kb upstream 24%
Within 20 kb downstream 23%

Sites found internal to genes (percentage
of internal sites found within 20 kb)

First exon 18%
First intron 42%

Figure 2. Determination of optimal window size used for target iden-
tification. Windows of different sizes (300, 500, 1000, and 2000 bp) were
scanned across the entire genome. For each window, we defined k as the
number of single-hit tags found within the window. The number of win-
dows observed for a given k in the STAGE tag data was compared with
the number observed in random simulated data. A window size of 500 bp
gave an optimal separation between random and real data. Data shown
is for a window size of 500 bp. The gray bars indicate log10 of the number
of windows detected based on STAT1 tags, with actual numbers of win-
dows at each k listed at the top of the column. The black line shows the
decline in the false discovery rate (FDR) with increasing k. The FDR was
calculated as the ratio of the number of windows found in the random
simulated library to the number of windows detected in the experimental
STAT1 library. The raw data for other window sizes is included in Supple-
mental Table 1.
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IFNG-mediated apoptosis was suggested by the observation that
APOL6, which induces mitochondria-mediated apoptosis charac-
terized by the release of cytochrome-c and activation of caspase-9
(Liu et al. 2005), was also identified as a STAT1 target by STAGE.

STAT3 is anti-apoptotic and induces cell proliferation while
STAT1 promotes growth arrest and apoptosis (Stephanou et al.
2000; Stephanou and Latchman 2005). In mouse embryonic fi-
broblasts, it was shown that IFNG induces high levels of expres-
sion of STAT1 while STAT3 levels remain low. However, in the
absence of STAT1, i.e., in STAT1�/� cells, IFNG stimulation in-
duces high levels of STAT3 gene expression (Ramana et al. 2005).
Our data implicating STAT3 as a direct transcriptional target of
STAT1 suggest that STAT1 represses STAT3 during IFNG signal-
ing, further promoting its own apoptotic function.

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) is cytokine that is involved in a
plethora of cellular responses including cell differentiation, sur-
vival, and apoptosis. TNF binds to its receptor TNFRSF1A (Tumor
Necrosis Factor Receptor Super Family 1A) and causes NFKB ac-
tivation, which is crucial for the expression of many proinflam-
matory cytokines, chemokines, and multiple regulators of

apoptosis and cell differentiation. In the absence of IFNG stimu-
lation, cytoplasmic STAT1 binds to TNFRSF1A and maintains a
tight control over TNF-mediated NFKB activation. However,
IFNG stimulation was shown to increase sensitivity of cells to
further TNF stimulation (Wesemann and Benveniste 2003).
STAGE identified a STAT1 binding site in the first intron of
TNFRSF1A, suggesting the possibility that IFNG dependent in-
creased sensitivity to TNF could be a direct result of activation of
TNFRSF1A by IFNG-stimulated STAT1. All the target sites and
genes described above were verified by quantitative ChIP from an
independent ChIP sample (Fig. 3B). We also identified other pre-
viously known STAT1 targets such as IRF1, HLA-E, ICAM1, as well
as STAT1 itself, whose expression is known to be induced by
IFNG. The complete list of STAT1 targets identified by STAGE is
provided in Supplemental Table 2.

Identification of MYC targets within the ENCODE regions
by STAGE

We also used STAGE to identify the targets of MYC, an important
oncogenic transcription factor. We carried out ChIP using an
antibody against MYC in HeLa cells followed by the STAGE pro-
cedure. We sequenced ∼4500 clones using standard sequencing
methodology for generating the MYC STAGE library. Each clone
contained on average ∼20–30 STAGE tags. Out of a total of
127,351 tags extracted for MYC, 19,867 (15%) were orphans that
could not be mapped to the human genome. We used the re-

Figure 3. (A) STAT1 binding sites in the ENCODE regions. A portion of
the ENCODE region ENm002 is shown as displayed in the UCSC Human
Genome Browser. Three out of the seven STAT1 binding sites identified
by STAGE matched STAT1 binding sites identified by ChIP-chip analysis
performed on NimbleGen ENCODE region tiling arrays. Transcripts iden-
tified in this region by the GENCODE project are shown in green. The
bottom shows raw ratio data as well as peak calls for STAT1 binding sites
from NimbleGen ChIP-chip data. (B) Quantitative ChIP analysis of bind-
ing sites identified by STAGE. Nine out of 10 binding sites detected by
STAGE were validated as true binding loci by quantitative PCR. Columns
show fold enrichment of each locus in the ChIP sample relative to input
DNA, normalized to an unrelated control locus. STAGE detected two
binding sites separated by >1500 bp in the IRF1 promoter which are
indicated in the figure. IRF-D indicates the distal (IRF1-distal) and IRF1-P
indicates the proximal site (IRF1-proximal). No genes were found in the
proximity of the site indicated as chr22-34786430.

Figure 4. (A) Overlap of STAT1 target genes identified by STAGE with
STAT1 target genes identified by ChIP-chip using a core promoter array.
STAGE identified 29 promoters out of the ∼9000 promoters present on
the core promoter array as STAT1 target promoters. Eleven out of these
29 overlapped with the 157 promoters identified as STAT1 targets by
ChIP-chip analysis at an enrichment ratio greater than threefold. The
enrichment ratio refers to the ratio of the fluorescence intensity of ChIP
DNA to that of reference DNA at each spot on the core promoter micro-
array. (B) Motif analysis. The Y-axis shows the percentage counts of the
number of sites bearing the given motif(s) out of the 381 STAT1 binding
sites detected by STAGE. Almost 60% of the 381 binding sites had the
STAT1 motif TTCNNNGAA as compared to 27% in the background. We
also detected an enrichment for the co-occurrence of the binding motifs
for STAT1 and AP1 (TGAG/CTCA), STAT1 and MYC (CACA/GTG), and
STAT1 and NFKB (GGGA/GNNC/TC/TCC) in accordance with the fact
that STAT1 exhibits cooperative binding with these factors to regulate
downstream promoters.
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maining 107,484 tags for further analysis. Based on extrapola-
tions from our ChIP-chip data (below) and previous observations
(Cawley et al. 2004), MYC is likely to have between 17,000 and
25,000 binding sites on the genome. Because our depth of se-
quencing of STAGE tags for MYC was slightly lower than for
STAT1, and the possibility that MYC may have a larger number of
binding targets on the genome, the high specificity algorithm we
developed for identifying STAT1 targets did not yield a signifi-
cant number of binding targets for MYC. We therefore used a
more relaxed algorithm as described in Methods to identify 2218
binding sites for MYC in the entire genome at a probability
threshold of 0.8. We calculated the false discovery rate based on
simulations at this threshold to be 5%. Twenty-six of the MYC
binding sites identified by STAGE occurred within the ENCODE
region. We also identified MYC binding sites within the
ENCODE regions by ChIP-chip using NimbleGen oligonucleo-
tide tiling arrays (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007). The
ChIP-chip analysis included three biological replicates, and we
defined MYC binding peaks in the ENCODE regions using
NimbleGen SignalMap software. Fourteen out of the 26 MYC
binding sites identified by STAGE within the ENCODE regions
were within 500 bp of a ChIP-chip peak in at least one of the
three biological replicate experiments.

Discussion

Bead-based pyrosequencing technology has several advantages
for STAGE over standard sequencing approaches (Margulies et al.
2005). First, there is no requirement for cloning and isolation of
independent recombinant clones. Rather, tags generated by the
STAGE procedure can be directly sequenced. Potential biases in-
troduced by cloning in bacteria can thus be avoided. Second, the
water-in-oil emulsion that is generated in making the library can
be stored, and only a portion of this sample is used to generate on
the order of 200,000 sequence reads in a single run of the instru-
ment. Thus from a single chromatin immunoprecipitation reac-
tion performed from a normally grown culture of mammalian
cells, it is possible to sequence many samples and together gen-
erate more than one million sequence reads amounting to >100
Mb of sequence using STAGE, greatly improving the depth of
sequencing and coverage of targets enriched in the ChIP sample.
Third, bead-based pyrosequencing is more cost-effective. In our
experience, the price of sequencing a STAGE tag using 454 Inc.’s
service was about one-fifth that of standard clone-based sequenc-
ing (2.5 cents per tag for 454 vs. 14 cents per tag for clone-based
sequencing). It is possible to modify the STAGE procedure such
that each pyrosequencing read covers four tags, improving the
cost-effectiveness and coverage by twofold.

We have developed analysis algorithms to detect genomic
binding loci with high specificity. A recently developed algo-
rithm, START, is also aimed at detecting transcription factor tar-
gets using ChIP-derived tag libraries (Marinescu et al. 2006).
START uses a gene-centric approach where a user-defined win-
dow upstream of or downstream from a gene is searched to map
tags and genes are denoted as targets using a z-score. START is
thus limited to detecting binding sites near the 5� end of a gene.
Our approach defines enriched loci in the whole genome and
then identifies genes that lie proximal to these binding sites,
enabling identification of binding sites that may have long-range
effects on the regulated gene. START does not assign statistical
significance to clusters of tags that are not centered on a gene.

Finally, START does not make any attempt to distinguish tags
that are enriched from tags that might simply be noise, while we
assign each tag a probability of enrichment to better distinguish
noise from signal.

The currently implemented algorithm is an improvement
over the previously employed algorithm (Kim et al. 2005b) to
assign probabilities to STAGE-detected binding sites. Though the
older algorithm assigned probabilities based on tag enrichment
and rewarded clustering of tags, it did not make any attempt to
differentiate if a given cluster is significant or not. The current
algorithm assigns each cluster a probability of significance and
employs individual tag enrichment as an additional criterion to
compute a combined probability. This enables a more stringent
assessment of whether a given window is a binding site or not.
Overall, our results indicate that in depth sequencing using
STAGE can identify biologically relevant direct binding targets of
transcription factors throughout the genome.

Methods

ChIP for STAT1 and MYC
STAT1 ChIP was performed in HeLa S3 cells that were induced
with 5 ng/mL human recombinant IFNG (R&D Systems) for 30
min and then fixed with 1% formaldehyde at room temperature
for 10 min. Fixation was quenched with 125 mM glycine and
cells were lysed in hypotonic lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9,
10 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.5 mM
PMSF, 0.1 mM sodium orthovanadate, and protease inhibitors).
Cell lysates were homogenized and nuclear pellets were collected
and lysed in RIPA buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0, 140 mM NaCl,
1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, 1% deoxycholic acid, 0.5 mM PMSF,
1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM sodium orthovanadate, and protease inhibi-
tors). Nuclear lysates were sonicated with a Branson 250 Sonifier
(output 20%, 100% duty cycle) to shear the chromatin to ∼1 kb
in size. Clarified lysates were incubated overnight at 4°C with
anti-STAT1 alpha p91 (C-24) rabbit polyclonal antibody (sc-345
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Protein–DNA complexes were
precipitated by protein A agarose and immunoprecipitates were
washed three times in 1� RIPA, once in PBS, and then eluted.
Crosslinks were reversed overnight at 65°C, and ChIP DNA was
purified by Proteinase K treatment followed by extraction with
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol extraction and precipitation
with ethanol. Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed
for MYC in HeLa cells using anti-myc antibody (SC-764x from
Santa Cruz Biotechnology) using the same protocol as described
previously for E2F4 (Kim et al. 2005b).

STAT1 and MYC tag libraries
The STAGE procedure was modified for generating the STAT1 tag
library. All steps leading to the generation of ditags from ChIP-
enriched DNA were performed exactly as for MYC below. Gel-
purified ditags were amplified by PCR using linker specific prim-
ers and sequenced by 454 Inc. Duplicate reads were removed by
a Perl script. For MYC, the STAGE procedure was carried out as
described previously (Kim et al. 2005b). Purified clones were se-
quenced by Agencourt Inc. Twenty-one-base-pair tags were ex-
tracted from each read using Perl scripts.

Generating hits for STAGE tags on the genome
We used the May 2004 Build 35 Human Genome assembly avail-
able at http://genome.ucsc.edu for all analyses. Twenty-one-base-
pair tags were matched to the genome as described previously
(Kim et al. 2005b). Briefly, an indexed, custom database of all
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CATG(N)17 sequences in the genome was first created. This rep-
resents a database of all possible STAGE tags using NlaIII, where
each tag sequence was keyed to its chromosome and nucleotide
coordinates. Each STAGE library tag was now mapped to the
indexed genome-wide tag database by a simple binary search
algorithm (Cormen et al. 2001).

Assigning probabilities for tag enrichment
We defined the number of distinct positions in the genome con-
taining a perfect match to a given tag in the STAGE library as nhit.
Thus, a tag with a nhit of 1 meant that this tag mapped to a single
unique location in the human genome. We defined the number
of occurrences of the tag in the sequenced STAGE library, that is,
the number of times a given tag was observed in the STAGE
library, as nocc. The selection of N tags at random from the entire
genome could be modeled as a binomial distribution where the
success of an event is defined as selecting a tag with a given nhit.
The background probability of selection of a tag with a given nhit
was calculated as p = nhit/total number of tags in the genome. If
an observed tag with a given nhit has a nocc = f, we calculated the
probability of selecting a tag with the observed nhit and nocc � f
under a random model. This probability was calculated as 1 mi-
nus the cumulative binomial probability of selecting that par-
ticular tag with a frequency �f � 1, which was calculated as

�1 − �
0

f−1

�x
N�p x�1 − p�N−x�

where p is the background probability of selection of the tag and
x iterates from 0 to f � 1.

Multiplying this probability by the total number of tags
found in the genome having the given nhit yields the expected
frequency of selecting tags with the given nhit and nocc � f

Thus, the expected frequency of a tag with a given nhit and
nocc = f when N tags are selected at random was calculated as

Expected frequency =

�1 − �
0

f−1

�x
N�px�1 − p�N−x� M

where p = nhit/T, and T is the total number of 21 bp CATG(N17)
tags found in the entire genome (27,429,149). M = number of
tags with a given nhit.
Probability that a given tag is enriched =

�1 −
expected frequency
observed frequency�.

If the expected frequency was greater than the observed fre-
quency, the tag was assigned a low enrichment probability of
0.001.

STAGE target calls for STAT1
A window size of 500 bp was used as described above. For each
window, we defined k = number of tags assigned to the window
with a single hit on the genome.

Probability that the window is a target = wt_nhit* Phit+
wt_nocc *Pnocc, where

Phit = 1 −
expected frequency of windows with given k
observed frequency of windows with given k

.

The expected frequency of a window with a given k was
obtained from random simulations. It is also possible to calculate
this expected frequency and avoid time-consuming random
simulations.

Pnocc was calculated as the probability that at least one tag
assigned to the window was not random:

Pnocc = 1 − �
i
�1 −

p�tagi�

nhiti
�

where p(tagi) is the probability that tagi was enriched. wt_nhit and
wt_nocc were empirically derived weights and were set to 0.9 and
0.1, respectively.

STAGE target calls for MYC
A window of size 500 bp was scanned across each chromosome,
and tags mapping within the window were assigned to the win-
dow. For the MYC analysis, we discarded tags that had more than
10 hits on the genome.

Probability that the window is a target =

1 − �
i

�1 − p�tagi��.

Quantitative ChIP PCR for binding sites identified by STAGE
We performed quantitative PCR on an independent IFN-�-
stimulated STAT1 ChIP DNA sample. We selected 10 sites to test,
spanning a range of final STAGE probability scores. For each of
the 10 selected binding sites, we extended the site by 100 bp on
either side. Primers were designed to amplify 60–100 bp frag-
ments within the extended window. Quantitative PCR reactions
were performed in triplicate in a 96-well optical reaction plate
(ABI PRISM) using SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosy-
tems) on an ABI 7900 instrument. The –��Ct values for each
locus were calculated with respect to the ChIP input DNA, nor-
malized to a reference locus (GAPDH gene promoter) as described
(Livak and Schmittgen 2001). Data for the nine sites that could
be confirmed are shown in Figure 3B. Primer sequences are pro-
vided in Supplemental Table 3.
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